HIFAN 1822 A Conceptual Design of Transport Lines for a Heavy-Ion Inertial-Fusion Power
Plant by David L. Judd Commentary by Edward Lee April 2011 David Judd's last project was a conceptual layout of beam lines leading from an induction linac driver to a fusion chamber, including the final focus system. This work was essentially complete and he left a draft report (1998--attached) that he thought had some errors to be corrected. I have worked through this draft and believe it is a useful contribution to HIF science and system design and that it should be made generally available. There are some errors in analysis (mostly unimportant), but significant assumptions and parameters are omitted. I have tried to cover these points in this commentary. However the main value of Judd's work is not in its extensive algebraic detail but rather in his approach and conclusions. Essentially he accepts a set of system parameters (from W. Meier) and then does his best to make a consistent layout without changing any parameters. For example the length of the final focus system is fixed at 20m. Such restrictions are not completely necessary, but they force potential issues into the open and motivate modifications and innovation. Judd's most important contribution is his observation that velocity tilt must be applied to the ion beams well beyond the linac to avoid premature stagnation of compression (for his system layout and by implication for most others with two--sided illumination). Topics covered in the draft include:
drift compression large bends small final bends packing of final focus magnets timing of pre--pulse vs. main pulse application of tilt compression stagnation Topics not covered include:
quadrupole transport dispersion from bends neutralization final focus details steeringI € Introduction Some major system features are not stated but can be inferred. For example this is probably an engineering test facility, not a power plant driver, because the standoff from target to final magnet is only 5.0m (W. Meier can't recall). The fusion target takes two--sided illumination with indirect drive using a total of 60 beam pulses: 10 pre--pulses (3.0GeV) +20 main pulses (4.0GeV) from each side. On pg. 12 it is stated that the charge per beam pulse is 26.8 € µC, so we calculate pre--pulse: 20x3GeVx26.8 On page (2) the relations among lengths and angles for the packing geometry are correct, but the symbol d (denoted by dp below) has a new meaning. Also The geometry of the large bend/drift system is specified, with emphasis on minimum length given the fixed values of h and € ρ derived above. The total main pulse path is actually 600m, not 592.5m.
A somewhat innovative feature is the "cut across the corner" path for the pre--pulses to allow then to catch up with the main pulses. The algebra is correct.
V Connection Between Compression and Distance in Free Drift
Judd solves the drift compression equation with space charge included. This feature is vital since compression must stagnate near the middle of the final focus system. The equation for pulse length L(t) is the (very approximate) Unfortunately, he finds the stagnation distance is found to be only 240m, much less than the 600m consistent with the layout. If we increase the initial pulse length to 24.5m stagnation works out ok at 600m, but the initial tilt is the larger value € Δv v =.082. Judd takes note of the problem and proposes to add tilt along the beam lines nearer the fusion chamber rather than in the linac. This is either a major innovation or reinvention of an old idea.
VI There is no section VI in Judd's draft VII Distances and Pulse Lengths with External Compression Fields With motivation from section V, Judd adds a constant term to the rhs above of the described pulse length equation. This models the application of tilt by additional induction modules, and greatly complicates the mathematics. It appears that sign errors are made in several equations on pg (14), and subsequent results are therefore suspect. Fortunately the details of the model are not important at this point and the general idea is clear. Also, I am unable to follow the derivation beyond the apparent sign errors.
VIII Achieving the Required Final Compression
Here Judd calculates an optimal zone for application of tilt to the main pulses and pre--pulses. He does not want to change the layout of bends and drifts described in sections. I--IV; in particular he states that adding additional drifts between the final
